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				When you start a business, it’s natural to dream of selling it one day. In fact, more than half of America’s 27 million business owners now say they want to sell their business in the next 10 years. You may want to retire, travel, cash out, or just sleep well at night knowing you could sell your business. Unfortunately, just 1 out of every 100 business owners is successful in selling their company each year. To sell your business you need to know:
			
				 The 3 biggest mistakes business owners make when selling
			
				 The 8 steps to creating a sellable company
			
				 How to attract multiple strategic bidders for your business
			
				 How to maximize your valuation and get the highest possible price for your business
			
				 The secret to getting your cash up front and avoiding a lengthy earn out Built To Sell: Turn Your Business Into One You Can Sell will show you how to start, grow and profitably exit a business.
			


			
				"John does a masterful job in Built To Sell of illuminating the qualities that business buyers look for in a company" - Bo Burlingham Editor-at-large, Inc. Magazine and bestselling author of Small Giants, The Knack, The Great Game of Business and A Stake In The Outcome.
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Beginning C++ Through Game ProgrammingCengage Learning, 2014

	When it comes to game programming, C++ is the name of the game. If you aspire to move from game player to game creator, it all starts with learning the fundamentals of C++ and game-programming basics. With BEGINNING C++ THROUGH GAME PROGRAMMING, FOURTH EDITION, you will find an up-to-date and thorough introduction to everything you need to...
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Numerical Computing with Simulink, Volume I: Creating SimulationsSIAM, 2007
Simulation is the preferred approach for engineers and scientists who design complex systems because it allows them to test a system design's performance standards. This book explores simulation, starting with Galileo and ending with the lunar landing. It provides an introduction to computer-aided system design with SimulinkÂ®, a robust,...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a MS Windows Server 2003 AD Infrastructure, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2006
Get in-depth exam preparation for the updated Exam 70-294, a core MCSA/MCSE exam for Windows Server 2003-and build real-world job skills. Includes case studies, troubleshooting labs, and more.

Active Directory directory service provides a single point of network resource management, allowing you to add, remove, and relocate users and...
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The Agile Pocket Guide: A Quick Start to Making Your Business Agile Using Scrum and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The Agile Pocket Guide explains how to develop products, services, and software quickly and efficiently, without losing the main components of the framework so effective in streamlining the creating of these products and for making positive change within a company. It includes

	
		The basic tennets of the Scrum...
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C# 2.0: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book tops my recommendation list for any developer learning C#. -David Makofske, Principal Consultant/Architect, Akamai Technologies

Great book for any C# developerit provides a number of practical programming tips and best practices on program design that enable you to utilize the C# language features effectively. -Adarsh Khare,...
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Social Media for WordPress: Build Communities, Engage Members and Promote Your SitePackt Publishing, 2012


	The decision to write a book about this content management system was an easy one. At the time of this writing, WordPress powers more than 15 percent of all websites online. That's a considerable bite out of the Internet. Unfortunately, that also meant a lot of books had already been published on WordPress. After a couple of weeks, mulling...
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